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Abstract
We describe the University of Edinburgh’s submission to the First Shared Task on Automatic Minuting. We developed an English-language minuting system for Task A that combines BERT-based extractive summarization with logistic regression-based filtering and rule-based pre- and post-processing steps. In the human evaluation, our system averaged scores of 2.1 on adequacy, 3.9 on grammatical correctness, and 3.3 on fluency. Index Terms: automatic minuting, extractive summarization, meeting summarization

1. Introduction
The University of Edinburgh participated in the main task of the First Shared Task on Automatic Minuting [1]. We developed a pipelined system that employs (more-or-less) off-the-shelf extractive summarization together with rule-based and learned components. The output of our system is a short list of bullet points (roughly 3% the length of the original transcript) together with a list of participants. The bullet points are sentences derived from the original transcript, but cleaned up to remove speech disfluencies and transcription artifacts. Figure 1 shows a sample of the resulting minutes.

While automatic minuting is a form of meeting summarization, minutes typically emphasize certain aspects of the meeting, such as decisions that have been reached or actions that are to be taken. We found that extractive summarization alone produced mixed results in terms of selecting sentences that are appropriate for use in minutes. We therefore employed a post-summarization step that filtered the summarizer output. To do this we first hand-labelled a sample of summarizer output for the training data then trained a logistic regression model to score extracted sentences according to their ‘minute-worthiness.’

Ultimately, we did not make use of the minutes provided in the training data except as a guide for making system design choices. This was due in part to the wide variety of minuting styles used by the annotators, with wide variations in minute length as well as structural choices, such as grouping bullet points by topic or by speaker. This diversity of styles made the data challenging to utilize effectively for machine learning and is an aspect of minuting that sets it apart from other summarization tasks.

Submissions to this task were evaluated automatically using ROUGE [2] and manually using human judgment of adequacy, fluency, grammatical correctness. In the human evaluation, our system averaged scores of 2.1 on adequacy, 3.9 on grammatical correctness, and 3.3 on fluency. During system development we evaluated minuting quality on the dev set using ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 scores computed using sacreROUGE [3] and we report those scores in this paper. In practice, we found that ROUGE scores calculated against the supplied references were not sufficiently reliable to differentiate systems and we relied on manual sample checking for making most model design choices.

2. The Automatic Minuting Pipeline
Figure 2 outlines the pipeline that transforms a raw transcript into minutes. This section describes the individual steps in detail.

2.1. Preprocessing
The preprocessing step of the pipeline performs three main tasks: it normalizes speaker attributes, records the list of participants, and removes speech artifacts.

2.1.1. Speaker Attribution
The raw transcripts contain a speaker attribution, such as [PERSON5], at the start of each turn. Since summarization will be performed at the sentence-level, we copy speaker attributions to the start of each sentence in order that attributes will persist through the summarization and filtering steps (although we may later choose to discard some of them). The training data uses a mix of square and round brackets, which we standardize as square brackets.

2.1.2. Participant List
The list of participants is recorded at this stage since later steps may remove the contributions of some speakers.

Figure 1: Sample system output (test meeting 27).
2.1.3. Removal of Speech and Transcription Artifacts

The raw meeting transcripts faithfully reproduce speech disfluencies as well as adding annotations in the form of tags, such as `<laugh>` or `<other_language>`. We use hand-written rules to repair sentences where possible and to remove sentences that are incomplete. Specifically, we:

- Remove filler words, such as um, er, and ehm;
- Repair restarts such as, we sh-, we should;
- Remove sentences containing the `<unintelligible>` tag;
- Remove incomplete words (ending with the – character);
- Remove incomplete sentences (not ending . or ?); and
- Remove any remaining annotation tags.

For example, after preprocessing, the sentence,

> [PERSON3]: will send uh, SLT findings uh, findings PDF. <parallel_talk>

becomes,

> [PERSON3]: will send SLT findings PDF.

The removal of incomplete and unintelligible (or partially unintelligible) sentences constitutes a significant level of filtering prior to the main summarization and filtering stages, reducing the total number of sentences by approximately 28%.

2.2. Extractive Summarization

For summarization, we used lecture-summarizer\(^1\) [4] with minor modifications. lecture-summarizer is an extractive summarizer based on the BERT [5] pre-trained language model. It is designed to summarize transcripts of university lectures. In brief, it works by using BERT to encode sentences, clustering the sentence embeddings, and then finding the nearest sentence to the centroid of each cluster. The number of clusters is configurable and can be specified either as a fixed number of sentences or as a ratio. We chose a ratio of 0.035, which is toward the lower-end of transcript / minute ratios in the training data. We chose the exact value based on personal preference, since the ROUGE metric was an unreliable guide, almost always favouring longer minutes.

2.2.1. Modifications to lecture-summarizer

lecture-summarizer uses spaCy [6] to split the input into sentences. We found that the spaCy sentencizer would separate speaker attribution tags from sentences, and since our transcripts had already been split into sentences, we modified the code to use line breaks as sentence delimiters instead.

In order that we could over-generate sentences (ahead of the subsequent filtering stage), we modified the code to produce the \(k\) closest sentences to each centroid \((k\) was set to 5 in our final system).

2.3. Filtering

In preliminary systems, we noticed that the output of the summarizer would typically contain a small number of sentences that were perfect to include in the minutes as-is, among a larger number of sentences that were unsuitable, because they were irrelevant, vague, or lacked context. While the suitability of many sentences is borderline or subject to opinion, it was clear that there were some features that could differentiate the most suitable sentences from the least. We therefore tried hand-labelling a set of sentences produced by the summarizer from the training and dev meetings and training a regression model to score candidate sentences.

In total, we labelled 1,107 sentences from the training meetings, assigning 266 (24.0%) to the positive class (minute-worthy) and 841 (76.0%) to the negative class. We labelled 451 sentences from the dev meetings, assigning 176 (41.9%) to the positive class and 244 (58.1%) to the negative class.

For model development, we created a balanced training set containing all 266 positive examples and 266 randomly sampled negative examples from the training meetings. Similarly, we created a test set containing all 176 positive examples and 176 randomly sampled negative examples from the dev meetings.

We used scikit-learn [7] to train a logistic regression model with unigram and bigram TF-IDF features. On our test set, this achieved a precision of 66.7%, recall of 65.9% and F1 score of 66.3%. Figure 3 gives a sample of low- and high-scoring sentences from our test set.

In the pipeline, we used this model to score candidate sentences produced by the summarization step, taking the top-scoring 20%.

2.4. Postprocessing

Postprocessing performs three final tasks that are primarily stylistic: it removes conjunctions and exclamations from the starts of sentences, selectively drops speaker attributions, and formats the participant list and summary.

2.4.1. Conjunction and Exclamation Removal

Spoken sentences frequently begin with a conjunction, such as so or because or with an exclamation such as yea or oh. We remove these when they occur at the start of a sentence, based on a list of words observed in the output of the training data.
0.03 So does it work, if you are not searching
for any words?
0.06 I, maybe I just didn’t compile it
properly.
0.07 So probably it’s not that serious.
0.08 but I think, you saying, you’ve got an
email from a project officer?
0.10 I ’m not, you know, wanting is like,
yes?
0.90 So I agree with what [PERSON6] suggested
that [PERSON4] and [PERSON12] should
focus on the selection of the input.
0.92 and we have the reviewer chosen.
0.92 This week I work on do the collection is
business for [OTHER1] and English.
0.95 I still have to look at it and then we
have to prepare for the posters.
0.98 We will buy some extra time for from
them.

Figure 3: A sample of low-scoring and high-scoring sentences,
as scored by our logistic-regression model.

2.4.2. Speaker Attribution Removal
In order that the minutes appear less like direct speech, we re-
move the speaker attributions for any sentence that does not in-
clude a reference to the first or second person (I, me, your,
etc.).

2.4.3. Formatting
Finally, we format and output the list of participants that was
saved during preprocessing and we add bullet points to the sum-
mary.

3. Experiments
Here we give results for our submitted system in contrast to
some baseline and variant systems that were created during sys-
dem development. We used ROUGE for evaluation, since that is
the task’s primary automatic metric, although, as already men-
tioned, we found it to have limited use during system develop-
ment.

The systems are as follows:

baseline-random Randomly selects sentences from the
transcript. No pre- or postprocessing except for speaker
attribution normalization, bullet points, and participant list generation.

baseline-lecsum As baseline-random but uses
lecture-summarizer to select sentences.

submitted Submitted system

no-filter As submitted, but does not include filtering
step and does not over-generate during extractive sum-
marization.

Table 1 gives average ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 scores on the dev set for systems tuned to produce output of approxi-
mately the same length. In the case that multiple references
were available for a meeting, we computed scores against all
references and took the maximum. Note that this differs from
the official evaluation method, which takes the average.

While the submitted system is the highest-scoring (on
ROUGE-2), the differences in score are small and we found
that substantial differences in quality between system were not
reflected in the scores.

4. Discussion
The minutes produced by our system give a sense of what a
meeting was the about and tend to include at least some of the
actions and outcomes. However, the minutes are unsatisfactory
in a number of important ways, largely resulting from the use
of extractive summarization:

• Many sentences lack context and are unable to stand
alone;

• The minutes contain direct speech where reported speech
would be more natural;

• There is no means for the system to encapsulate portions
of the meeting in a single sentence (e.g. '{[PERSON4]
and [PERSON7] discussed arrangements for the upcom-
ing conference'});

• The minutes are unstructured.

In an attempt to address the problem of sentences lacking
context, we experimented with coreference resolution, using the
neuralcoref package to replace corefering mentions with
main mentions. However, we found that harmful substitutions
(where correct terms were replaced with incorrect ones) were
more common than beneficial substitutions.

Before developing our current system, we briefly experi-
mented with abstractive summarization (specifically with the
Pegasus model [8] in Huggingface [9]). Abstractive summa-
ization is appealing for this task and would potentially solve at
least some of the problems listed above. It has been success-
fully applied to meeting summarization for the AMI [10] and
ICSI [11] datasets [12]. However, it was unclear to us how to
address some significant challenges posed by this dataset, most
notably, the diversity in minuting styles and the length of the
transcripts (even the Longformer[13] model available in Hug-
ingface ‘only’ supports an input of 4,096 tokens, which is far
short of the meeting transcript lengths).

In a first attempt to make the data more amenable to learn-
ing with a transformer-based model, we began chunking the
transcript and manually aligning bullet points, with the goal of
creating smaller training examples, but found this was difficult
in practice for many of the minutes due to the extreme summa-
razation and restructuring of material in the minutes.

We also attempted to segment the transcripts into parts that
could be tackled separately during inference. We experimented
with the NLTK implementation of TextTiling [14] but on in-
specting results, it didn’t appear to pick up meaningful bound-
aries.

---

Table 1: ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 scores on the dev set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>ROUGE-1</th>
<th>ROUGE-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline-random</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline-lecsum</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submitted</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-filter</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

https://github.com/huggingface/neuralcoref
5. Conclusion
We have described the University of Edinburgh’s submission to the First Shared Task on Automatic Minuting. Our minuting system was based on extractive summarization with logistic regression-based filtering and rule-based pre- and post-processing steps. While our system performed satisfactorily in terms of grammatical correctness and fluency, it performed less well in terms of adequacy, which we attribute to the use of extractive summarization.
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